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A B S T R A C T 
A range of tissue preparation and immunocytochemical localization techniques 
were assessed for their possible application in the study of the transgenic expres-
sion of the legA gene, encoding Pisum sativum legumin in transformed Nicotiana 
plumbaginifolia seeds. 
Immuno-gold localization methods were developed at the E M level, using sections 
of L .R. White embedded seeds. An endogenous legumin-like protein in the Mco-
tiana plumbaginifolia seeds was recognised by antibodies raised against Pisum. 
legumin. In order to determine the temporal and spatial distribution of legA en-
coded legumin in the transformed seeds, i t was n-ecessary to develop a suitable 
means of discriminating between Pisum legumin and the endogenous protein. 
Cross reacting antibodies were precipitated out of a polyclonal antiserum by pre-
treatment w i th an extract from non-transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia seeds 
and the remaining antibodies were then used to achieve specific localization of 
Pisum legumin. A method was also developed for the localization of the endoge-
nous legumin-like protein in the non-transformed seeds, using a non-pretreated 
antibody preparation. 
Bo th proteins were detected in the protein bodies of transformed Nicotiana 
plumbagimfolta seeds, but their temporal and spatial distributions were differ-
ent. The endogenous protein was abundant in all seed tissues, whenever and 
wherever there were protein bodies present. Pisum legumin was present at a 
detectable level in the older developing and mature transformed seeds, princi-
pally in the cotyledons and adjacent embryo axis and to a lesser extent in the 
endosperm. 
These results clearly demonstrate that the legA gene is being differentially ex-
pressed, in a manner which is different to the expression of the endogenous 
legumin-like protein. This suggests that its differentia] expression is under the 
control of the non-coding regions of the legA gene, rather than being determined 
by endogenous Nicotiana control elements. The significance of these results is 
discussed in relation to those achieved in other transgenic situations. The use-
fullness of the methods and their potential future applications are considered. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The current high level of interest in plant molecular biology is in part due to 
the advent of improving techniques for plant genetic manipulation, which open 
up many new possibilities for academic and commercial exploitation. Genetic 
engineering of plants can be used as a research tool to gain a greater understand-
ing of the organisation and expression of plant genes and there is also potential 
for the production of improved varieties, by means which can not only cross the 
traditional barriers to conventional plant breeding but may also be quicker and 
more versatile. 
There are at present only a few plant species which can be transformed with 
foreign D N A in a stable manner, such that they are able to pass on the intro-
duced gene to their progeny. Also the number of complete genes which have 
been isolated, characterised and cloned is limited, though this number is grow-
ing rapidly. At the University of Durham Department of Botany, transgenic 
Nicotiana plumbagimfoha plants have been produced which have been shown to 
express the introduced legA gene from Pisum sativum L . ; with accumulation of 
the pea seed storage protein, legumin, in Nicotiana seeds (Ellis et al 198S,). The 
work reported in this thesis concerns the assessment, development and application 
of immunocytochemical locaHzation techniques to the seeds of such transformed 
plants in order to determine the details of the temporal and spatial distribution 
of the pea legumin. For clarity this introduction will be divided into the following 
sections-
Seed structure and development 
Seed storage proteins 
Immunocytochemical locaHzation 
Plant transformation 
Aims of this work 
Seed s t r u c t u r e and deve lopmen t 
In angiosperms a seed is produced by a process of development f rom a fertilized 
ovule. One or both of the integuments of the ovule give rise to the testa and 
the nucellus develops into the perisperm. The two polar nuclei and one male 
generative nucleus fuse and give rise to the tr iploid endosperm. The oosphere 
is fertilized by another male nucleus forming the zygote, which develops into 
the embryo. The extent of each of these components and the seed structure at 
maturi ty varies in different species and many descriptions have been produced, 
such as the work of Corner (1976) concerning dicotyledon seeds. 
Seed development has been investigated and described in many different species; 
these studies have been reviewed by Dure (1975), Bewley and Black (1985). The 
extensive studies of the embryogeny, more specifically, have been reviewed by 
Maheshwari (1950, 1963), Davis (1966), Johri (1984) and Raghavan (1986). In the 
early stages of seed development the major events are those concerned with cell 
division and the establishment of the various tissues. Later on the production and 
deposition of reserves become increasingly the dominant events. The proportions 
of protein, lipids and carbohydrates and their patterns of distribution throughout 
the seed vanes in different species. 
Seed development in pea, Pisum sativum, has been investigated and described 
by a number of workers. Cooper (1938) described the embryogeny from his light 
microscope observations. Early cell divisions of the zygote produce a globular em-
bryo at the t ip of a suspensor and this is surrounded by endosperm. The globular 
embryo develops wi th the differentiation of the cotyledons, epicotyl, hypocotyl 
and radicle and shortly after this the suspensor cells disintegrate. During the 
course of development there is free nuclear division in the endosperm, with some 
cell formation in the micropylar portion. Later the endosperm is completely 
assimilated and the cotyledons then act as the storage organs. Reeve (1948) 
described the later embryogeny in detail and also described the histogenesis. 
From their hght and electron microscope examination. Bain and Mercer (1966) 
described the development of the cotyledons as consisting of four phases: ( i) 
cell division, ( i i ) cell expansion, ( i i i ) reserve biosynthesis and (iv) seed matura-
t ion and dormancy. Further electron microscope examination was performed by 
Marines (1970a,b). Hardham (1976) described the pathways of nutrient flow into 
the developing embryo. In mature Pisum. sativum seeds the reserves consist of 
carbohydrates, mostly in the form of starch (52 % dry weight), protein (25 % 
dry weight) and fat (6 % dry weight); these are stored almost exclusively in the 
cotyledons which f i l l most of the volume of the mature seed (Crocker and Barton, 
1957). 
Seed development in Nicotiana plumbaginifolia has been investigated and de-
scribed by a number of workers. Bhaduri (1936) described the embryogeny of a 
range of species of the Solanaceae including Nicotiana plumbaginifolia and found i t 
to be similar to that of Nicotiana tabacum as described by Soueges (1920b, 1922). 
Jos and Sing (1968) described further details especially concerning the endosperm 
and they conclude that embryo development follows the Nicotiana variation of 
Solanad type (Johansen, 1950). Development of the endosperm starts immedi-
ately after fertilization, while division of the zygote is delayed in comparison. 
The endosperm consists of uninucleate cells from its first cell division throughout 
development. Once the endosperm has become multicellular the zygote divides 
to form a hnear four-celled proembryo which further develops into a globular 
embryo at the t ip of a suspensor. The globular embryo develops with the differ-
entiation of the cotyledons and embryo axis consisting of radicle, hypocotyl and 
a small, poorly developed epicotyl. The structure of the mature tobacco seed 
was described by Avery (1933). The endosperm is retained through to matu-
ri ty, when i t constitutes the greater part of the seed volume. Greenwood and 
Chrispeels (1985b) have described the cytological details of the mature tobacco 
seed, f rom their ultrastructural investigation. The storage parenchyma cells in 
the embryo and endosperm are similar, containing numerous lipid bodies, a large 
central nucleus and many protein bodies. 
Seed storage p r o t e i n 
Seed storage proteins are accumulated in developing seeds and remain through 
dormancy to be hydrolysed during germination to provide a supply of amino 
acids to the seedling during its early development, until i t is able to synthesise 
them for itself. Fulfi l l ing this storage role appears to be their sole function and 
they are only synthesized and accumulated in seeds, where they are usually in an 
insoluble and osmotically inactive state, appropriate for seed dehydration. Seed 
storage proteins have been investigated by many workers and are the subject of 
numerous reviews, for example Higgins (1984). 
Osborne (1924) proposed a system of classifying seed proteins on the basis of their 
solubihty and defined four groups which can be extracted sequentially. Albumins 
are soluble in water at neutral or slightly acid pHs and are heat coagulatable, 
many of the proteins in this class are enzymes. Globuhns are insoluble in water 
but can be extracted in salt solutions and are not as readily heat coagulatable 
as the albumins. Prolamins are soluble in aqueous ethanol but not in water. 
Glutelins are insoluble in water, salt solutions and ethanol but can be extracted 
wi th acidic or alkaline solutions. This classification system is stil l useful today-
even though each class contains a heterologous mixture of proteins. The extent to 
which each of these classes is present in a seed varies according to the species, as 
does the t iming of their synthesis and their distribution. Most of our biochemical 
and physiological knowledge of seed storage proteins is derived f rom the species 
of cereals and legumes which are agriculturally important. 
In legumes the seed storage proteins belong predominantly to the globuhn group. 
Osborne divided the globulin of Pisum sativum, and later other legumes, into two 
fractions, vicil in and legumin, on the basis of their precipitation under different 
conditions. Similar fractions have since been found in a wide range of legumes, 
and legumin-type proteins have also been found in non-legume species; review 
by Derbyshire et al (1976). Separation of these proteins by ultracentrifugation 
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generally gives two bands wi th sedimentation coefficients of approximately l i s 
for the legumin-type proteins and 7s for the viciHn-type proteins, hence they are 
often referred to as l i s and 7s proteins. There is some evidence that in many 
cases the 7s fraction is heterogeneous, consisting of more than one protein. The 
l i s fraction, however, seems to be more homogeneous. Both the l i s and 7s 
proteins consist of sub-units, which can be split by electrophoresis, and there is 
some variety of sub-unit composition of the proteins which vary at different times 
through seed development. The amino acid compositions of these proteins have 
been compared in a range of species and generally both the l i s and 7s proteins 
in different species are of similar composition. These proteins are encoded in 
multi-gene families: in pea there are 10 genes for legumin and about 15 for 
vicihn (Boulter et al 1987). At the time when the proteins are synthesised these 
relatively few genes are being expressed at high levels, accounting for about 80 % 
of seed protein. 
In mature legume seeds the storage proteins are found in protein bodies, which 
are membrane bounded suh cellular vessicles. The protein is synthesised at the rough 
endoplasmic reticulum (rough ER or RER) by the translation of messenger RNA 
( m R N A ) on ribosomes bound to the ER membrane. From the RER lumen the 
proteins are transported via the Golgi apparatus, where they may be modified, to 
the protein bodies (reviewed by Chrispeels, 1985). The vacuoles, which constitute 
the protein bodies may be derived f rom the fragmentation, by budding off, of the 
tonoplast (eg. Craig et al 1979, 1980) or by vesicles from the Golgi and/or ER 
coalessing, or possibly by a combination of these events (eg. Harris and Boulter 
1976) 
Synthesis and sequestration of seed storage proteins takes place only during the 
period of deposition of reserves and only in the specific tissues where they are 
accumulated. In pea, vicilin synthesis and accumulation begins a l i t t le before 
that of legumin, but the latter is accumulated more rapidly and so becomes 
more abundant than the former. These genes are expressed predominantly in 
one tissue, the cotyledons, and hence are of considerable interest for their study 
as a model system of differential gene expression in plants. 
Immunocytochemical localization 
The use of antibodies in cytochemical studies to localize specific antigens at the 
tissue and cellular levels is now a well established technique. A variety of means 
have been developed to visuahze the antibodies in light microscope ( L M ) or elec-
tron microscope ( E M ) examination. The first to be introduced were the use of 
fluorescent antibodies (Coons et al 1941) for L M examination and the conjuga-
tion of fer r i t in to antibodies (Singer 1959) for E M examination. Conjugation 
of an enzyme to the antibody and subsequent use of suitable substrate to pro-
duce a visible product was introduced by Nakane and Pierce (1966), who used 
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and diaminobenzidine ( D A B ) . Ram et al (1966) 
introduced the use of the acid phosphatase enzyme for the same purpose. The 
use of colloidal gold as a marker for EM examination was introduced by Romano 
et al (1974), antibodies being adsorbed onto its surface. 
In order to ensure that the antigen of interest remains in its sites of original 
occurrence during the localization procedure, the tissue is usually fixed. This 
introduces the considerable difficulty of preserving the antigenicity of the tissue 
and often a compromise must be achieved between this and the need to preserve 
ultrastructural details. Modifications of the standard fixation protocols for con-
ventional ultrastructural studies have included the use of paraformaldehyde-based 
primary fixatives and the elimination of osmium tetroxide secondary fixation in 
immunocytochemical studies. Vandenbosch (1986), for example, in a careful, 
quantitative study of the effects of fixation and embedding resin on immuno-
labeUing of root nodules, found a 5 to 6 fold increase in labelling without osmium 
tetroxide fixation when using Spurr resin. Such enhancement could, however. 
also be achieved by treating ('etching') sections of osmium post-fixed tissue, with 
periodate prior to immunolabelling. Even higher gains were achieved using hy-
drophilic rather than hydrophobic resins, and no osmium post fixation, although 
there is a loss of idtrastructural detail wi th such treatments. 
In order to examine the tissue, sections are usually cut and this may require that 
the tissue is embedded in a suitable matrix. Immunocytochemical localization 
can be performed on tissue, as a post- or pre-embedding procedure. For detailed 
histo- or cyto-chemical analysis i t is usually the case that immunolocalization is 
carried out on sections f rom frozen or embedded blocks, although in the latter 
case there is the additional problem of some degree of hindrance to the 
antibody's movement through the tissue by the embedding matrix. 
There have been relatively few accounts of immunolocalization after cryo-microtomy / 
ultramicrotomy of multicellular plant tissues, although, for example, Baumgart-
ner et al (1978) and Greenwood and Chrispeels (1985a) have demonstrated that 
excellent results are obtainable at optica] and electron microscope levels. Be-
cause of the technical problems associated wi th freezing plant tissue without 
ice damage, many investigators have opted for immunolabelhng of sections cut 
f r o m embedded tissue. The earlier use of the hydrophobic epoxy resins such as 
Spurr or Epon for E M immunocytochemistry (eg. Craig and Goodchild, 1984) 
wi th or without 'etching' which sometimes enhances immunolabelling, is now be-
ing replaced by specimen embedding procedures employing the more hydrophilic 
acryllic resins such as Lowicryl K 4 M (eg. Roth et al 1981; Robertson et al 1984), 
which is usually used for low-temperature embedding and L.R. White which can 
be used to give sections for both L M and EM immunolabelhng studies (eg. Craig 
and Miller, 1984; Vandenbosch, 1986; Harris and Croy, 1986). 
In pre-embedding localization, in which the immunolocalization reactions are 
performed with the tissue block, there is also limited mobility of the antibody 
through the tissue. The major disadvantage of pre-embedding localization, how-
ever, is that i t tends to be a longer procedure because each localization experiment 
must be followed by dehydration and embedding. In post-embedding locahzation 
the same block of tissue can be used for numerous experiments and controls can 
also be prepared using adjacent sections, rather than f rom separately processed 
tissue samples. 
Much of the early botanical work employing immuno-cytochemistry was con-
cerned wi th distributional studies of seed storage proteins which are present 
in relatively large amounts. More recently the technique has been applied to 
the study of less abundant components such as membrane proteins (eg. of oil 
body membranes- Herman, 1987; chlorophyll a/b binding protein- Heiyer-Hansen 
et al, 1988), enzymes (eg. uricase- Vandenbosch and Newcombe, 1986; gly-
oxysome/peroxisome transitions- Nishimura et al, 1986; photorespiratory enzymes-
Rawsthorne al; chalcone synthase- Beerhues et al, 1988), the cytoskeleton (re-
viewed by Lloyd, 1987), cell wall proteins (eg. Anderson et al, 1987; Stafstrom 
and Staehehn, 1988) and even plant growth regulators (eg. abscisic acid- Sos-
sountzov et al, 1986; cytokinins- Eberle et al, 1987). 
Plant transformation 
Interest in plant gene expression has increased rapidly in the last few years. This 
is partly because of the possibility of genetically engineering plants and partly 
because of the potential for understanding the biology of plants in terms of molec-
ular events. Transgenic plants, which are able to pass on the introduced genes 
to their progeny, have been produced by a number of workers; the variety of 
methods has been reviewed by Schell (1987). In order to produce such plants the 
following components are required- (i) a DNA transfer system, ( i i ) a selection sys-
tem to separate transformed material from the original non-transformed material 
and ( i i i ) a re-generation system to produce mature plants f rom the transformed 
material. 
Of the various ways of introducing foreign DNA into plant cells that have been 
used, the interaction of Agrobacterium wi th susceptible plant cells has been the 
method of choice for many workers. Non-oncogenic vectors derived from the T i 
(tumour inducing) plasmid of Agrobactcrium. tumefaciens have been developed 
(Horsch et al 1984) (Zambryski ct al 1983) which are able to transfer DNA, with-
out causing the disease symptoms typical of infection. A number of different 
selectable marker and reporter genes, which are introduced alongside the gene of 
interest between the t D N A borders, have been used to separate transformed ma-
terial f rom non-transformed. Selectable markers typicahy confer some antibiotic 
resistance to transformed cells so that in the presence of the antibiotic only trans-
formed material wil l survive. Reporter genes typically encode an enzyme whose 
activity can be assayed easily in order to show which material is transformed. 
Transformation by Agrobactcrium occurs at the level of individual cells, in order 
to regenerate a mature plant the transformed cells are taken through a process of 
tissue culture. Appropriate methods for tissue culture and regeneration of whole 
plants have been developed for comparatively few plant species as yet. There are 
well established methods for tobacco and some related species and hence these 
have been used in many transformation experiments. Suitable methods have 
not yet been developed for mos't of the economically important species, where 
transformation might in the longer term be more useful. 
A number of workers have used the transgenic system as a means of investigating 
the role of the non-coding regions of the genes of interest. By isolating the gene 
f rom its normal environment and choosing the extent of the flanking sequences 
that are transferred it has been possible to determine some of the functions of 
cis-acting factors. Recent examples of this type of work include Chen et a/(1988), 
Voelker et a/(1987) and Hoffman et 0/(1987). 
In pea the leg A gene is regulated both temporally and in a tissue-specific manner 
and i t is believed that this is partly controlled at the gene transcription level 
(Evans ei al, 1984; Gatehouse et al, 1982). Comparisons of legumin, legumin-
like and other genes have led to the identification of a number of consensus 5 ' 
nucleotide sequences, which are obvious candidates for investigation as putative 
regulatory elements (Baumlein et al, 1986; Gatehouse et al, 1986). In order to 
investigate legumin gene regulation, a 3.4 kilobase pea genomic DNA fragment, 
containing the legumin A gene (legA) and its intact 5' flanking region, was trans-
ferred to Nicotiana plumbaginifolia (Ellis et al, 1988 ). 
Cells f rom Nicotiana plumbaginifolia\ea.f p\eces were transformed using an Agrobac-
tenum. tumefaciens strain containing the Bin 19 binary vector system (Bevan 
1984). Transformed plants were regenerated f rom single transformed cells via 
tissue culture and f r o m these plants viable (S i ) seeds were produced by self 
ferti l ization of the in i t ia l transformant (Elhs et al, 1988). Enzyme-Hnked im-
munosorbent assays (ELISA) were performed on the pooled seed extracts (25 
Si seeds) of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia to determine the presence or absence of 
legumin, and hence the parent plants were characterised as either transformed or 
non-transformed (Ellis et al, 198fi). 
W i t h further refinement of the ELISA technique (Kang et al, 1988) i t became 
possible to assay extracts of individual seeds. The characterization of the pheno-
type of individual seeds allowed the genotype of the parent plant to be deduced. 
The ratio of legumin expressing to non-expressing seeds, produced as a result of 
selfing the original transformed plants, was found to be 3 to 1. This ratio could 
best be explained if the first generation transgenic plants were to be transformed 
wi th a single copy of the D N A and hence were hemizygous. 
A i m s of this work 
The work described in this thesis is concerned with an examination of the tempo-
ral and tissue specific expression of the Pisum sativum legA gene in the progeny 
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of transformed Nicotia.na plumbaginifoha (Ellis et al, 198^}. The temporal and 
spatial distribution of the encoded protein wi l l reflect the role of the non-coding 
sequences m the legA gene, although there may also be very considerable influ-
ences resulting f rom endogenous trans-acting sequences and post-transcriptional 
controls. 
Immunocytochemical locahzation was chosen because it is capable of investigating 
gene expression within host tissues, individual cells and organelles. Western blots 
and ELISA rely on preparing an extract f rom a sample of tissue and so the degree 
of resolution that can be achieved is hrmted by the minimum sample size that 
can be used. The results obtained are necessarily an average of the individual 
contributions of all the cells present, wi th any non-contributing cells having a 
diluting effect. 
The analysis of Pisum. sativum. legA expression was complicated by the presence of 
a similar endogenous legumin-like storage protein in non-transformed Nicotiana 
plumbagimfoiia, and techniques to discriminate between this and the transgenic 
product had to be established before the analysis of the transgenic product could 
be demonstrated. Various means could be tried which may be able to enhance 
the discrimination between the endogenous and the introduced proteins. One 
option would be to adjust the physical and chemical environment of the immuno-
cytochemical localization procedure in order to find conditions that favour the 
recognition of the introduced protein, but not the endogenous protein. Examples 
of this approach might include the use of a detergent, high salt concentrations, a 
particular p H , high or low temperatures, long or short incubation times, dilution, 
different washing procedures and various combinations of these factors. 
Another option would be to investigate a variety of different antibodies and the 
ways in which they are prepared and purified which may also be important in 
determining the degree of discrimination that can be achieved. A monoclonal 
antibody might be prepared which would only recognise a single antigenic deter-
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minant found only on the introduced protein. A polyclonal antibody preparation 
may be affinity purified or immuno-precipitated with a suitable protein extract in 
order to remove any cross reacting material. The relative contributions that these 
factors might make to enhancing the discrimination between the introduced and 
endogenous proteins, needed to be assessed in order to develop an appropriate 
immunocytochemical localization technique. 
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M A T E R I A L S 
P lant Mater ia l 
Seeds of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia were obtained as a dihaploid stock f rom the 
Inst i tut National de la Recherche Agronomique, Versailles, France. Plants were 
grown in Levington's Universal compost (Fisons, Ipswich, U .K) in a controlled 
environment of 25 °C, 70 % relative humidity, and 18 hour photoperiod (200 umol 
/ m ^ /s PAR) . Seeds were collected from these plants and f rom similarly grown 
transgenic plants (Ellis et al, 1988). 
Antisera 
Anti-legumin polyclonal antisera were raised by injection of purified legumin in 
rabbits. The legumin had been purified f rom pea seed extracts by ammonium sul-
phate fractionation and hydroxylapatite chromatography (Gatehouse et al, 1980). 
Legumin specific antisera were obtained by purification using immunoaffinity 
chromatography (Croy et al, 1980). These anti-legumin sera, used in this work, 
were provided by Drs. Gatehouse and Croy of University of Durham, Department 
of Botany. 
Various crude rabbit and mouse anti-legumin polyclonal antisera and mono-
clonal mouse anti-legumin antibodies, were provided by Dr. Kang of University 
of Durham, Department of Botany. 
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Chemicals 
Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals used were of analytical grade and were 
obtained f r o m either-
B D H , Poole, Dorset, U K . or SIGMA CHEMICALS, Poole, Dorset, U K . 
E l e c t r o n microscopy materials 
Spurr resin, reagents and consumables for ultrastructural studies were obtained 
f r o m T A A B Laboratories, Reading, Berkshire, U K . 
L.R. Whi te resin was obtained f rom Agar Aids, Stansted, Essex, U K . 
Secondary antibodies which were gold-labelled or enzyme-linked and Protein A-
gold were obtained f rom Janssen Pharmaceutical L td . , Wanta.ge, Oxon, U K . or 
S IGMA. 
Silver enhancement reagents (IntenSE I I k i t ) were obtained f rom Janssen. 
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M E T H O D S 
Preparat ion of materia l for microscope examination 
F i x a t i o n - Seed capsules of a range of stages of development were harvested f rom 
both transformed and non-transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia plants. The 
capsules were cut open wi th a razor blade and thoroughly shaken in fixative 
solution to remove the seeds as they were harvested. The seeds were then nicked 
w i t h a razor blade under a stereo microscope, wi th in an hour of harvesting (either 
s t i l l in fixative or briefly transfered to water and then back to fixative). This 
treatment was found to improve the penetration of fixative into the seeds past 
the seed coat and nucellus, which i f left intact impede infi l t rat ion of the seeds. 
Mature seeds were collected when their capsules had dehisced, and the seeds were 
stored, dry at room temperature, unt i l needed. They were then nicked and put 
into fixative. 
Two fixatives were used, a standard one (ST), intended to give good conven-
tional ultra-structural preservation, and an immunocytochemical one ( I M M ) , in-
tended to give an acceptable preservation but wi th minimal damage to antigenic-
i ty or obstruction of antigenic sites. ST consisted of 1.5 % formaldehyde (made 
f r o m paraformaldehyde) and 2.5 % gluteraldehyde in 0.05 M sodium cacodylate, 
buffered at p H 7.0, and I M M consisted of 2.5 % formaldehyde and 1.5 % gluter-
aldehyde in 0.05 M sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0. Seeds were fixed at 4 °C 
for 16 hours. Excess un-incorporated fixative was removed by washing twice for 
30 minutes, wi th the same buff'er as in the fixative. The ST fixed seeds, only, 
were post-fixed wi th 1 % w / v aqueous osmium tetroxide at 4 °C for 16 hours. 
Dehydrat ion- In preparation for infi l t rat ion wi th hydrophobic embedding me-
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dia, the seeds were dehydrated by taking them through a graded series of aqueous 
ethanol. Tissue was incubated in 12.5 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, 95 % ethanol each 
in tu rn (2 times 30 minutes) and then 100 % (dried over molecular sieve) ethanol 
(4 times 30 minutes). 
E m b e d d i n g - The ST fixed seeds were embedded in Spurr resin (Spurr 1969) 
and the I M M fixed seeds in L.R. Whi te resin (London Resin Company). The 
seeds were infi l t rated, on a rotator, wi th a 1:1 ethanohresin mixture over-night 
(16 hours) at room temperature; this was then followed by infi l t rat ion with pure 
resin for 32 hours (resin was changed after 8 hours, 16 hours and 8 hours, to 
prevent its thickening). The seeds and resin were then transferred to capsules 
(air-tight and filled to the brim, for L.R. White resin), labelled and solidified by 
polymerisation at 70 °C for 16 hours. 
Seeds were also embedded in either polyethylene glycol (PEG 1500) or wax after 
both ST and I M M fixation and dehydration. They were infiltrated wi th PEG or 
wax, at 56 °C, starting wi th a 1:1 mixture wi th ethanol, followed by changes of 
fresh PEG or wax at the same time intervals as for resin. The seeds were then 
transferred to capsules and the PEG or wax was sohdified by cooling to 4 °C. 
B l o c k tr imming- The capsules were cut open with a razor blade to release the 
block of hardened resin, wax or PEG containing the embedded seeds. Blocks were 
held in clamps, aligned wi th the required seeds accessible, and excess resin, wax 
or PEG, over and around the seeds, was -pared away with razor blades, to give 
a pyramid w i t h a rectangular flat topped block-face at the apex. The block-face 
was typically trimmed to 0.5-3 square m m if it was intended to cut sections for 
E M examination and up to 40 square m m for L M . 
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C u t t i n g sections- Sections of resin embedded material were cut, using an L K B 
ultratome (type 4801A, Stockholm, Sweden), w i th glass knives, fitted wi th a wa-
ter filled reservoir behind the cutting edge. As they were cut, the sections floated 
on the water surface, where they were spread out using a heat-pen to remove 
the wrinkl ing caused by sectioning ( I M M sections were subjected to the mini-
mum possible heat-pen exposure to avoid any unnecessary risk of heat damage 
to antigenic sites). Sections for L M examination were cut to give an approximate 
thickness of 1 /xm, and then transferred, in a drop of water in a wire loop, onto a 
glass slide. Sections were dried down onto the glass over a hot-plate (kept as cool 
as possible for I M M sections); sections dried down by evaporation, without the 
use of the hot plate were found not to adhere well. Sections for E M examination 
were cut to give an approximate thickness of 50-100 nm (silver or gold in colour) 
and then picked up on formvar-coated N i or C u / R h 200 mesh grids. 
Sections of PEG and wax embedded material were cut, using a Leitz 1512 mi-
crotome, for L M examination at a thickness of approximately 10 ^m. Sections 
were transfered onto the surface of water in a trough to spread out and then onto 
glass slides, as above; PEG was dissolved out of the sections whilst they floated 
on the water. 
Sta in ing and mounting for L M examination- The sections were stained 
by covering them wi th a pool of 1 % w / v toluidine blue (made up in a 1 % 
w / v sodium tetraborate solution). Sections wi th stain were warmed on a hot 
plate w-ith the staining time (typically for 30 seconds) determined by watching 
the colour develop to the desired level and then washing away the e.xxess stain 
w i t h water. The sections were dried over the hot plate and examined under the 
microscope before they were either (i) left un-mounted, (ii) temporarily mounted 
in water or Histomount or alternative!}' ( i i i ) permanently mounted in the same 
resin as that in which they were embedded and covered with a cover slip. 
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s ta in ing for E M examination- The sections were stained by floating the grids 
on a drop of saturated aqueous, or (to enhance the contrast) 70 % ethanolic, 
uranyl acetate solution for 15 minutes at room temperature. They were washed 
wi th a jet of distilled water and blotted dry. The sections were usually then 
further stained wi th Reynold's lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) for 15 minutes at 
room temperature, taking care to minimise the stain's exposure to carbon dioxide. 
E x a m i n a t i o n - A Leitz Ortholux microscope, fitted wi th a Leitz epi-fluorescence 
il luminator attachment, and a Nikon Diaphot T M D inverted microscope, fitted 
w i t h a Nikon Diascopic DIG Nomarski attachment and a Nikon Epi-fluorescence 
T M D - E F attachment were used for L M examination, wi th or without their at-
tachments as required. A Philips E M 400 transmission electron microscope was 
used for E M examination. 
Photography- Photographs were taken using Orthomat camera eciuipment for 
the Leitz microscope and a 35 m m Nikon EE camera, front mounted, for the 
Nikon microscope. I l ford X P l 400 ASA or Kodak Technical Pan 50 ASA were 
used for black and white prints; Kodacolour 400 AS.A for colour prints and Fu-
jichrome 100 ASA for colour slides. For the E M , the plate camera was used with 
Kodak 4489 electron microscope film. Black and white prints were made on Ilford 
Ilfospeed multigrade I I photographic paper, using appropriate contrast filters. 
Immunocytochemica l localization 
The general procedure that was used for immunocytochemical localization con-
sisted of a blocking step, a primary antibody incubation, a secondary antibody 
incubation and a visualization step, w i th washes between each, and then the 
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material was examined and the labelhng assessed. The blocking step was in-
tended to saturate the capacity of any substances in the material which could 
non-specifically bind antibodies, wi th a suitable protein (eg. a 1 % w / v solution 
of bovine serum albumin, BSA). The primary incubation was wi th an antiserum 
raised specifically against the protein of interest (eg. Pisum legumin). The sec-
ondary incubation was wi th a labelled or modified antiserum raised against serum 
of the species in which the primary antibodies were raised. The secondary an-
t ibody was labelled (eg. adsorbed onto gold colloid particles) or modified (eg. 
conjugated to an enzyme) so that i t could be seen after a suitable visualization 
step (eg. silver enhancement or incubation w i t h a substrate for the enzyme). A 
buffer (eg. phosphate buffered saline, PBS or 2-amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-l,3-
propanediol buffered saline, Tris /NaCl) was used for washes and to dilute the 
blocking protein and antisera for the incubations. Buffers were used wi th or 
wi thout a detergent added (eg. PBS containing 0.1 % Tween-20, PBST) and/or 
a blocking protein (eg. PBST containing 0.1 % BSA, PBSTB). Examination was 
either by light or electron microscope and the labelling was assessed in comparison 
w i t h results f rom suitable control experiments. 
Post-embedding localization at L M level- Transformed and non-transformed 
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia seeds were fixed ( I M M ) , dehydrated, embedded in 
L.R. Whi te resin. Sections were cut at a thickness of 1 /im and dried down 
onto glass shdes. The sequential incubations and washes were all performed by 
covering the sections wi th a pool (of 5 fil to 200 /d) of each reagent (in turn on 
the slide). To prevent evaporation during the incubations, the slides were kept in 
a humid chamber (a closed petri-dish with wax supports to hold the slide over a 
wet filter paper). Reagents were removed b}' t ipping them off the slide and then 
wiping around the sections wi th paper towel, the next reagent was then added 
immediately (before the sections could dry out completely). 
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Localization was attempted wi th anti-legumin primary antiserum, using three 
different secondary antibody and visualization systems-
(i) A secondary antibody conjugated to a peroxidase enzyme, visualized by the 
production of a coloured insoluble product f rom a colourless, soluble substrate. 
Two different substrates were used, one was- 3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlo-
ride ( D A B ) , which was freshly prepared by dissolving 1 mg in 2 ml of PBS con-
taining 2 pi of 30 % hydrogen peroxide and filtering; i t was used either wi th or 
without the addition of 60 fil oi I % aqueous cobalt chloride, which if present 
enhances the colour f rom brown to black. The other substrate used was 4-chloro-
1-napthol (4CN), which was prepared by dissolving 1 mg in 10 ^1 of ethanol, 
adding this to 2 ml of PBS containing 2 / / I of 30% hydrogen peroxide and then 
filtering. 
( i i ) A secondary antibody conjugated to rhodamine, a fluorescent die, visuahzed 
using a 546 nm excitation filter and a 580 nm dichroic mirror and barrier filter. 
( i i i ) A secondary antibody adsorbed onto the surface of colloidal gold particles, 
w i t h mean diameters of 5 nm to 20 nm, visuaHzed by silver enhancement of 
the gold particles, which would otherwise be too small for conventional optical 
microscopy, wi th a metalic silver precipitate. 
Post-embedding localization at E M level- The same I M M fixed and L.R. White 
embedded seeds were used as for the L M procedure. Sections were cut at a thick-
ness of approximately 100 nm and recovered on formvar-coated E M grids (Cu/Rh 
200 mesh). Incubations and washes were all performed by floating the grid on a 
drop (of 3 / / I to 10 nl) of the reagent, resting on a piece of Nescofilm in a humid 
chamber. Reagents were removed by lightly blott ing the grid with filter paper 
and then immediately placing the grid on the next reagent. 
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Anti-legumin primary antibodies were used, wi th secondary antibodies adsorbed 
onto colloidal gold particles of a range of sizes (5 nm to 20 nm), which are large 
enough to be seen directly by E M examination. Sections labelled wi th 5 nm gold 
particies were observed un-stained or stained wi th uranyl acetate only, for easier 
recognition of the label; other sections were stained wi th both uranyl acetate and 
lead citrate. 
Silver enhancement at E M level- Sections were recovered on formvar-coated 
nickel 200 mesh E M grids. Incubations were performed as detailed above with 
anti-legumin primary antibodies and colloidal gold-labelled secondary antibodies. 
Af te r thorough washing in buffer, followed by distilled water the labelling WELS 
silver enhanced by floating the grids on drops of reagent. After washing with 
distilled water, staining was performed wi th both uranyl acetate and lead citrate. 
Pre-embec(e{ing localization- Localization was also attempted in seed material 
which had not been embedded, and also in material which had not been either 
fixed or embedded. The procedure was similar to that for post-embedding local-
ization. Seeds were either immobilized by adhering to the surface of glass slides 
wi th dental wax or embedding wax or free floating in each reagent. Immobilized 
seeds were cut in half wi th a razor blade, wi th the cut surface facing upwards and 
approximately level wi th the surrounding wax. Free seeds were cut in half and 
immediately transferred to a milhpore Swinnex-13 filter unit , containing either 
buffer or fixative. Incubations and washes of the free seeds were all performed 
by pushing the reagents through the filter unit w i th a syringe. The rest of the 
inamunolocalization steps were then performed as for post-embedding L M or E M 
localization, as appropriate. After the visuahzation step the seeds were examined 
under the L M wi th the use of il lumination f rom above. The seeds were then fixed 
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( I M M or ST, but without osmium tetroxide), embedded in resin and sectioned 
for L M or E M examination, or both. 
Visualization for both L M and E M examination of the same seed was attempted 
either by an incubation wi th protein A-gold as well as wi th an enzyme-linked sec-
ondary antibody, or by silver enhancement of a gold-labelled secondary antibody. 
Development of reliable immunocytochemical localization techniques 
(i) Phys i ca l and chemical factors- The localization procedures described 
above were performed under a variety of physical and chemical conditions in 
order to assess the influence of these factors on the labelling. These included the 
use of a range of different temperatures, incubation times, dilutions of reagents, 
washing protocols, buffers, pH, salt and detergent concentrations, blocking pro-
teins and primary antibodies. These were investigated both in isolation and in 
various combinations. 
(ii) T h e use of seeds of known phenotype- Two mature seeds from a LegA 
transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia plant were identified as high legumin ex-
pressors, by ELISA of one half of each (Kang, personal communication). The 
corresponding other halves were I M M fixed, embedded in L.R. White resin and 
sections were cut and used for immunocytochemical localization at both L M and 
E M levels as described above. 
(Hi) Identif ication of a homozygous legumin positive line, by E L I S A -
Individual seeds were separately ground up in 200 fx\ of extraction buffer (0.2 M 
T r i s / H C l , 0.3 M NaCl, pH 9.5) to liberate their constituent proteins, including 
any legumin, into solution. The extracts were centrifuged in a bench centrifuge 
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for 1 minute to sediment any sohds and 50 ^1 of the aqueous phase was loaded 
into microt i t ra t ion plate wells, one extract per well. Proteins were then absorbed 
onto the surface of the wells by a. 1 hoM,r incubation at 37 °C, after which 
the extraction solution was removed. Remaining traces of un-absorbed or loosely 
bound proteins and any other extract components were removed by washing the 
wells w i th PBST at p H 7.5. A 1 % BSA solution was then incubated in the wells 
for 30 minutes at 37 °C in order to saturate the capacity of any poteins which 
could non-specifically bind antibodies. The BSA was removed and replaced with 
an anti-legumin primary antibody solution for an incubation of 1 hour at 37 °C. 
The primary antibody was then removed and the wells were washed wi th PBST. 
A peroxidase-secondary antibody complex was then incubated in the wells for 
2 hours at 37 °C . The complex was removed and the wells thoroughly washed 
wi th PBST. 1 m M 2,2-azino-di-(3-ethylbenzthiazohne sulphonate) (ABTS) , a 
substrate for peroxidase which gives a coloured product, was incubated 
in the wells for 1 hour at room temperature. The relative amounts of legumin 
originally present in each seed were then deduced f rom the absorbance due to the 
product formed in each well, measured at 414 nm by a Titertek Multiskan MCC 
plate reader. 
( iv) Mono-clonal p r i m a r y antibody- A range of monoclonal mouse antibodies 
were used as the primary antibody in the locahzation procedures as described 
above, using similar I M M fixed and L.R. White embedded seeds. 
(v) Pre trea tment of the pr imary antibody- 0.5 ml of primary antiboby was 
diluted to its final working strength in PBSTB. Approximately 50 mature non-
transformed seeds were pre-soaked in PBSTB and then crushed between 2 glass 
microscope slides in 20 ^1 of diluted antibody. This was added to the remainder 
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of the antibody and incubated wi th rotation for 1 hour at room temperature. 
The solution was then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 minutes and the precipi-
tate discarded. The supernatant was then either used for immunocytochemical 
localization or was treated again a number of times in the same way. 
SDS-poIyacry lamide gel electrophoresis- Protein extracts were prepared 
f r o m pea seeds and f r o m non-transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia seeds by 
homogenization in sample buffer (0.2 M Tr i s /HCl (pH 6.8), 2 % sodium dode-
cylsulphate (SDS), 10 % sucrose), to give a final concentration of 20 mg/ml of 
extract. Purified pea legumin wcis also diluted in the same sample buffer and each 
of the samples was prepared both wi th and without the addition of 28 mg/ml of 
2-mercaptoethanol. 40 /xl aliquots of each of the samples was loaded per track 
of a SDS-polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresis was performed at 30 mA for 
5 hours. 
Western Blott ing- Protein bands in the gel were electroblotted onto a nitrocel-
lulose filter (BAS5; Schleicher and Schuell; Anderman, Kingston-upon-Thames, 
Surrey, U K ) as described by Towbin et al (1979). The filter was then incubated, 
w i t h shaking, for 30 minutes i n a 5 % w / v solution of low-fat dried skimmed milk 
(Marvel; Cadbury's, BournviUe, Birmingham, UK) in 20 m M Tr i s /HCl (pH 7.2), 
0.9 % w / v NaCl in order to block non-specific binding sites. The blot was then 
screened wi th pretreated anti-legumin primary antiserum. Immunoreactive bands 
were visualized wi th secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Watford, U K ) using D A B as the substrate. The filter 
was then photographed before being re-screened wi th non-pretreated primary 
antibody at the same concentration as the pretreated already used. After repeat-
ing the visualization procedure, the filter was re-photographed. 
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R E S U L T S 
Selection of suitable materials and preparat ion techniques 
As the flowers of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia set seed sequentially up the stem, i t 
was possible to harvest seeds at a range of stages of development f rom the same 
plant. Mature ( M ) seeds were sampled f rom recently dehissed capsules, whilst 
each capsule above this on the same part of the stem contained progressively 
younger seeds. There was l i t t le variation in developmental age amongst the seeds 
in each capsule and different plants had seeds of a similar age in capsules in 
equivalent positions. The four th capsule above the recently dehisced capsule (ie 
the M minus 4 or M-4 capsule) contained M-4 seeds wi th the youngest observed 
embryos, which consisted of only a few cells. Both the standard (ST) and im-
munocytochemical ( I M M ) fixation and embedding procedures described above 
were found to give good preservation of tissue distribution and cellular details at 
both the L M and E M levels for both mature seeds and for the four sub-mature 
stages (M-1 to M-4) f rom the capsules above. Resin embedded material could 
be sectioned for both L M and E M levels, but PEG and wax embedded material 
could only be sectioned for L M level. The quahty of the fixation of older seeds 
was improved by cutt ing away one end of the seed before fixation to allow better 
penetration of the reagents into the tissues. 
Morphology and cytology of developing Nicotiana plumbaginifolia seed 
Plates 1 to 4 show the development of the seeds f rom an early stage to maturity. 
Plate 1 shows a typical seed f rom the M-4 capsule, and Plates 2 to 4 show a 
range of older seeds up to f u l l maturity. Seeds in the M-1 capsule were found 
to be similar in structure to the mature seeds, though not yet fu l ly dehydrated. 
Cytological information was gained f rom L M and E M investigations of the differ-
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ential staining of cell components. Toluidene blue staining was especially useful 
to distinguish between protein and lipid at the L M level. A t the E M level, cel-
lular components were identified by their appearance in ST fixed and embedded 
material after staining w i t h uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and where necessary 
were compared wi th un-stained or I M M fixed and embedded sections, stained or 
un-stained. 
A t the early, M-4, stage of seed development shown in Plate 1, the embryo consists 
of only a few cells which fo rm a ball attached to the t ip of a suspensor, which 
is projecting into the endosperm. The endosperm is surrounded, in turn , by the 
nucellus, inner integument and outer integument wi th its thickened inner cell 
walls. The embryo cells have large nuclei of varying appearance according to 
their positions in the cycle of division. The cytoplasm is dense, wi th prominent 
mitochondria and only a few small vacuoles and l ipid droplets, there are no visible 
reserves of protein. Thus i t appears that the major event at this stage of embryo 
development is cell division. The endosperm cells are much bigger than those of 
the embryo, and their volume consists mainly of large vacuoles. The cytoplasm is 
less dense and the nuclei are not as large and appear to be dividing less frequently. 
The early phase of cell division gives rise to a larger globular embryo, at the M-3 
stage, consisting of an increased number of cells, which appear to be of similar size 
and ultrastructural details (Plate 2) to the embryo cells at M-4. The endosperm 
has also increased in size, but now consists of smaller cells, wi th smaller but more 
numerous vacuoles and increased l ip id reserves, which are in membrane bounded 
l ipid bodies. Small aggregates of protein are now visible in some of the vacuoles. 
The seed tissues of maternal origin have been pushed outwards by the expanding 
embryo and endosperm, to give a narrow band around the outside, the outer 
integurnent cells are developing further thickening of their inner cell walls. 
The embryo grows by continued cell division into a torpedo shape wi th the cotyle-
dons at one end, at the M-2 stage, shown in Plate 3. The embryo cells contain 
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P l a t e 1. .\i:i>lin}m plumhiuimifolui sci^d at an <'arl> sta,L;r of development, I M M fixed and. 
\ . . \ { . White embedded. 
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A. Light micrograph of a toluidene blue staiined L S . Embryo (em), siispensor (s), endosperm (en), 
nucellus (n) , inner-iiitegument (ii), outer-integument (oi). 
l i I l . ' i i M i i n i l . r ' i i ; r a | , h . i l a iiranyl acet a i r a n d I ' a d citrate stained L S . Embryo (em), endosperm (en). 
P l a t e 2. Developing Nicottana pluinbagtntfolia seed at the M-3 stage, IMM fixed and L . R . White 
embedded. 
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A I.iglit micrograph of a loluidene blue stained LS. t ln ibryo (eni) , endosperm (en). 
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13. Electron micrograph of a uranyl acetate and lead citrate stained L S . Embryo (em), endosperm (en) 
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P l a t e 3. Developing Ntcoitana plumbagtmfoUa seed at the M-2 stage, S T fixed and Spurr embedded. 
em 
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0 1mm 
A . L i g h t micrograph o f a toluidene blue stained LS. Embryo (em), endosperm (en), cotyledon ( c i ) . 
3^ 
n. tllectron micrograjjh of a uranyl acetate and lead c (rate stained L S . Embryo (em), endosperm (en), 
lipid body (lb), protein body (pb). 
significant numbers of l ip id bodies and there is t l ie first appearance of protein 
reserves. The endosperm morphology has remained similar and the cells are 
unchanged in their size and shape. The endosperm cell volume is now mainly 
filled wi th l ipid bodies and to a lesser extent, protein bodies, thus the synthesis 
and storage of reserves have clearly been the major events. The nucellus and 
inner integument are greatly reduced in their extent, being crushed between the 
endosperm and outer integument. 
Cell division continues in the embryo with some l imited differentiation of proto-
vascular tissue and finally dehydration occurs as the seed reaches maturi ty (Plate 4). 
Most embryo cells now contain extensive reserves of hpid and protein, but there 
are less reserves in the elongated cells forming the pro to-vascular system through 
the axis, and the meristem cells in the radicle and hypocotyl contain no visible 
protein reserves. The endosperm has been pushed outwards, by the growth of 
the embryo and no trace remains of the nucellus and inner integument. The 
outer-integument has lost its outer cell walls so that only the thickened inner cell 
walls remain to form the testa. 
The development of the endosperm protein reserves as observed in I M M fixed 
seeds can be seen in greater detail in Plate 5 and that of the embryo in Plate 6. 
Intracellular deposition of protein appears to be similar in both tissues, though 
i t occurs earlier in the endosperm. The first protein to be visible is in the form 
of darkly staining aggregates wi th in vacuoles, the numbers of aggregates, their 
size and morphology is variable. In ST fi.xed sections of young seeds the lipid 
droplets stained darkly enough that they appeared to be protein aggregates free 
in the cytoplasm, but comparison wi th I M M fixed sections of similarly aged seeds 
showed that they are in fact l ipid droplets. In the I M M fixed sections i t was not 
possible to distinguish l ip id bodies f rom vacuoles, but comparison with ST fixed 
sections clearly showed the difference, as can be seen in Plate ?. As more protein 
is deposited many of the vacuoles became completely filled wi th protein, making 
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P l a t e 4. Mature Ntcoitana plumbagtnifolta seed, I M M fixed and L . R . White embedded. 
O-imm 
A. Light micrograph of a toluidene blue stained L S . Embryo (em), endosperm (en), cotyledon ( m . 
proto-vascular tissue (pv), a.xis (a), radicle (r) , seed coat (sc). 
em 
V . 
li. Electron micrograph of a uranyl acelate and lead cil rate .stanii d I.S Embryo ( .m), i iidosiunn i . n; 
lipid body (lb), protein body (pb). 
P l a t e 5. Electron micrographs of I M M fixed and L . R . White embedded NicoUana plumbagtntfolta 
seeds showing the timing of protein deposition in the endosperm. 
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A . M -3 . Da rk ly s ta ining aggregates of protein (p) are contained w i t h i n vacuoles (v). 
5um 
1 \ 
S u m 
B. M-2. T h e protein aggregates have grown to fill tlu vacuoles. Protein body (pb), lipid body (lb). 
P l a t e 6. Electron micrographs of I M M fixed and L . R . White embedded Nicoitana plumbagtntfolia 
seeds showing the timing of protein deposition in the embryo. 
A . M-2. Dark ly s ta ining aggregates o f protein (p) are contained w i t h i n vacuoles (v). • 
B. M-1. T h e protein aggregates have grown to fill the vacuoles. Protein body (pb), lipid body (ll>). 
meristem (m). 
P l a t e 7. Electron micrographs of the endosperm of ST fixed and Spurr embedded NicoUana plumbaaini-
folta seeds. * 
A . M -3 . L i p i d bodies ( lb) stain darker than vacuoles ( v ) . 
n M-2. Protein bodies (pb), lipid bodiea (lb). 
i t hard to distinguish their boundary membrane. Some vacuoles, however, remain 
unfilled even at matur i ty especially in the radicle. Hence i t seems likely that the 
protein reserves are always in the form of membrane Ijounded protein bodies in both 
the embryo and the endosperm, and a range of their morphologies at maturity is 
shown in Plate 8. 
Assessment of a range of methods for immunocytochemical localization 
(i) Post-embedding localization at L M level- Sections (approx. 1 fim thick) 
of I M M fixed, L.R. Whi t e embedded seeds were cut f r o m blocks containing up 
to 9 seeds, which allowed for comparison of labelling intensities of different seeds 
wi th in the same section. The use of polyclonal anti-legumin antisera, followed 
by a peroxidase-linked secondary antibody and D A B as a substrate which gave 
a brown stain, resulted in labelling of the protein bodies in both the embryo 
and endosperm of mature seeds (Plate 9a). However, the intensity of the brown 
staining was variable, sometimes being ambiguously low, and no consistent dif-
ferences could be detected in the labelling in non-transformed and transformed 
seeds. When D A B was used wi th the addition of cobalt chloride, a black stain 
was produced which was more clearly visible, but the background of non-specific 
stain production was higher, and this was also the case when 4-chloro-l-napthol 
was used as the substrate. 
The fluorescence-labelled secondary antibody did not produce any detectable la-
' Ijelling, which could be distinguished under the examination conditions. The 
use of the same reagent in other situations also failed to produce any detectable 
labelling, thus i t was presumed that this batch of the reagent was defective. 
Polyclonal anti-legumin antisera, visualized by the silver enhancement of gold-
labelled secondary antibodies gave rise to labeUing of protein bodies in both the 
embryo and endosperm of mature seeds. The labelling, shown in Plate 9b, was of 
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P l a t e 8. Electron micrographs of I M M fixed and L . R . White embedded mature Ntcottana plumbagiiii-
fotia seeds, showing a range of protein body morphologies. 
4^ 
• ^ • ^ a ; : 
5Mm 
A . Embryo , radicle. 
( 
B. Embryo, cotyledon. C . Endosperm, 
P l a t e 9. Post-embedding immunocytochemical locaHzation of legumin at L M level; sections of I M M 
fixed and L . R . W h i t e embedded seed, w i t h Nomarski optics. Scale bar = 50 / i m . • 
A 
A . Peroxidase-linked secondary ant ibody w i t h D A B as a substrate, causing brown stain deposition 
over the p ro tem bodies. 
B. Gold-labelled secondary antibody with silver enhancement, tissue counter-stained with hght green. 
Arrows indicate areas where labelling of the protein bodies can be most easily observed 
a low intensity and could only be seen clearly at higher magnifications, but there 
was very l i t t l e non-specific staining and the labelling could be identified with 
confidence. Again, however, there was no consistent difference in the labelling of 
transformed and non-transformed seeds. 
(ii) Post-embedding localization at E M level- Apphcation of the post-
embedding immunocytochemical technique for ultrastructural locaUzation in sec-
tions of resin embedded tissue showed that the protein bodies were labelled in a 
similar way to that observed at the L M level. Plate 10a shows a protein body 
labelled w i t h secondary antibodies adsorbed onto colloidal gold particles with a 
mean diameter of 10 nm. The labelling was specific to the protein bodies with 
only a low background of non-specific labelling on other cell components, except 
in the seed coat where there was a high level of non-specific labelling. Secondary 
antibody adsorbed onto smaller sized gold colloid particles (5 nm) produced a 
higher level of labelling than the larger particles but require higher magnification 
to be visible. The smaller particles were also more difficult to distinguish f rom 
the grainy texture of protein stained with both uranyl acetate and lead citrate. 
I n sections examined without contrast staining the labeUing wi th 10 nm parti-
cles was more distinct, but the ultrastructural detail of the tissue was hard to 
distinguish. The use of 10 nm part icks and staining wi th uranyl acetate only, 
produced a good compromise of labelling intensity, visibility and ultrastructural 
details. 
Plate 10b shows the labelling produced by the silver enhancement of the colloidal 
gold particles of the secondary antibody complex. This approach allowed the 
use of 5 n m particles to maximise the labeUing intensity. The numerous small 
particles were then enhanced to a large enough size to be visible at low magnifica-
tion in the E M . Sections were stained with both uranyl acetate and lead citrate, 
revealing clear ultrastructural details. 
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P l a t e 10. Post-embedding immunocytochemical localization of legumin at E M level; in sections of 
I M M fixed and L . R . White embedded t ransformed seed 
0 Sum 
A . Gold-label led secondary antibody, w i t h a 10 n m mean particle diameter, tissue counter-staiixd 
with uranyl acetate only. 
B. Gold-labelled secondary antibody (5 nm) with silver enhancement, tissue counter-stained wi th 
uranyl acetate and lead citrate. 
The labelling at E M level was interpreted more reliably, than that at the L M 
level, as any labeUing associated wi th non-specific staining or physical damage to 
the section could easily be identified and discounted. Th in sections suitable for 
E M examination could only be cut f rom a block face of much smaller area than 
was possible for L M sections, and so sections containing only 1 or 2 seeds could 
be cut. 
(iii) Pre-embedding localization- Non-embedded seeds were cut and fixed 
briefly prior to immuno-localization using silver intensification (Plate 11a) or 
D A B labelling (Plate l l b , c ) . The protein bodies were labelled in a similar pattern 
to that produced in the post-embedded material. Examination of the unsectioned 
material at the L M level was, however, hampered by the diff iculty of achieving 
good i l lumination, because of the thickness of the material, and hence the quahty 
of the images observed was poor. Although some labeUing was achieved using 
silver enhancement, i t was not as readily distinguishable as the D A B labelling 
under the poor iUumination conditions. Immuno-localization using unfixed tissue, 
either wi th D A B or w i t h silver enhancement, generally gave a low intensity of 
labelUng, but the results could not be reproduced rehably wi th either staining 
protocol. 
When the same fixed and unfixed materials were used in a pre-embedding proce-
dure, using a joint labelUng wi th both peroxidcise/DAB and protein A-gold, the 
L M and E M level labeUing was found only at a low intensity at the cut surface of 
the seeds. I t was diff icult to f ind an appropriate orientation of the block in order 
to cut sections through the narrow band of labelled material. 
Development of reliable immunocytochemical localization techniques 
From the results achieved v^ith the range of immunocytochemical techniques de-
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P l a t e 1 1 . Pre-embedding immunocytochemical localization o f legumin at L M level; i n the cut surface 
of I M M fixed seeds, immobi l ized in wax, no counter-staining. 
A . Gold-labelled secondary ant ibody w i t h silver enhancement, at low power, showing a group of seeds, 
w i t h variable label l ing. Scale bar = 0.2 m m . • 
B , C . Peroxidase-hnked secondary antibody, w i t h D A B . Scale bar = 25 / j m . 
B . High power showing label l ing of protein bodies, C, High power showing non-labelled protein bodies. 
scribed above, it became clear that although labelling could be achieved, con-
sistent differences between the transformed and the non-transformed seeds were 
not being achieved. This lack of specificity could have been caused in a num-
ber of ways, but reference to the results of control experiments eliminated some 
possibiUties. The lack of any labelling when buffer was used instead of antibody 
for the primary incubation, as can be seen in Plate 12a, demonstrates that there 
is no significant non-specific labelhng caused by any of the other reagents in the 
absence of the primary antibody. The low level of labelling resulting from the 
use of a pre-immune serum instead of a primary antiserum (raised in the same 
species), as seen in Plate 12b, indicates that the lack of specificity results from 
the antibodies produced in response to the injection of legumin rather than any 
other components of the serum. Thus the most likely cause of this lack of speci-
ficity is the presence of an endogenous Nicotiana plumbaginifolia protein which 
is also recognised to some extent by antibodies raised against Pisum legumin. 
Results from ELISA of single seeds (Kang et al 1988) had clearly demonstrated 
that first generation transformed plants produced a mixture of transformed and 
non-transformed seeds. As it was not possible to determine the phenotype of 
a seed before attempting immunocytochemical localization, it was necessary to 
use a large sample size of seeds to increase the probabihty of working with a 
transformed seed. This could most readily be achieved at the LM level where a 
larger surface area of block face could be sectioned, allowing up to 9 seeds to be 
investigated simultaneously. 
(i) Physical and chemical factors- A range of physical and chemical factors 
were investigated to determine their contribution to the differential in labelling 
between transformed and non-transformed seeds. There was no apparent en-
hancement of the differential labeUing amongst the 9 seeds, when the various 
localization steps were performed at either 4 °C or 37 °C rather than at room 
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P l a t e 12. Immunocytochemical localization control experiments in I M M fixed and L . R . Whiit' em-
bedded seed sections at E M level. 
A . Primary incubation with buffer containing no antibody, followed by gold-labelled secondary anti-
body with silver enhancement; tissue counter-stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. There i.s 
no significant labelhng. 
0 Sum 
B. Primary incubation with pre-immune serum, followed by gold-labelled secondary antibodv; t i s M u -
counter-stained with uranyl acetate only. There is a low level of non-specific labelling. 
temperature. Similarly, there was no enhancement of the differential in labelling 
caused by any of a range of different incubation times and dilution factors of 
the reagents, although the overall labeUing intensity increased with higher tem-
peratures, longer incubations and lower dilution factors of the reagents. Various 
different washing protocols were used between the localization steps, but none 
was found which enhanced the differential staining within the seed sample. 
A variety of buffers based on Tris/HCl and PBS at a range of pHs, salt concentra-
tions, with or without a range of dilutions of added detergent (Tween-20) all gave 
a similar lack of differential in labelling of the seeds. The incubation with BSA 
intended to block non-specific binding sites was useful to reduce the labelling of 
the seed coats, but did not enhance the differential between seeds. Results with 
human pre-immune serum as a blocking agent were similar. Poly-clonal antisera 
from more than one rabbit was used with or without affinity purification and 
antiserum from a mouse, but none gave any better differential labelling than the 
others. 
These various factors were investigated in isolation and in various combinations, 
with reference to appropriate control experiments. Although these factors were 
clearly important in influencing the overall labeUing intensity and its specificity to 
protein bodies, there was no apparent influence on the relative labeUing intensity 
in different seeds. 
During the course of this work it became increasingly clear that working with 
seeds of unknown phenotype was adding significantly to the difficulty of devel-
oping suitable localization techniques. Labelling intensities observed at the LM 
level could not be assessed with as great a precision as those at the EM level, but 
development of a method at the EM level would require the simultaneous use of 
a large number of sections in order to achieve as good a sample size as that of 
the 9 seeds at the LM level. 
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(ii) The use of seeds of known phenotype- Individual mature seeds from a 
transformed plant were phenotypicaUy characterised by an ELISA of one half of 
each seed (Kang, personal communication); the corresponding other halves were 
I M M fixed and embedded. Two seeds were identified by ELISA as high legumin 
expressors, but when sections of the other halves were examined the embryos 
were missing in both cases. Immunocytochemical locahzation of legumin at both 
L M and EM levels produced similar results in the endosperm to those observed at 
L M level with the 9 seeds, with no clear enhancement of labeUing when compared 
with non-transformed endosperm tissue. 
(iii) Identification of a homozygous legumin positive line- A second gen-
eration transformed plant was selected on the basis of the results of ELISA per-
formed on pooled seed extracts which indicated a high level of Pisum legumin 
expression (Kang, personal conununication). Single seed ELISA was performed 
using 32 of its seeds and these were compared with 8 seeds from a non-transformed 
plant and 8 assays without any seeds. The values gained for the 8 non-transformed 
seeds were higher than the 8 assays with no seeds, indicating that some non-
specific binding also occurs in the ELISA. Of the 32 seeds from the transformed 
plant, 29 produced a result that was significantly higher (ie more than the mean 
plus 2.0 standard deviations) than the non-transformed seeds. This result was 
consistent with the possibiUty that all the seeds were of legumin expressing phe-
notype, produced by selfing a parent plant with a homozygous legumin positive 
genotype. 
Seeds from this plant were fixed (IMM) and embedded in L.R. White resin, and 
localization was attempted as before at both EM and LM levels. The results, 
when compared with labeUing of non-transformed tissue, confirmed that there 
were no physical and chemical factors in the immunolocalization protocols, which, 
in isolation or in combination, could enhance the labelhng differential between 
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transformed and non-transformed seeds. Thus the remaining option was to try 
different ways of modifying the primary antibody in order to achieve a suitable 
differential in the labelling of transformed and non-transformed seeds. 
(iv) Mono-clonal primary antibody- When a range of mono-clonal mouse 
antibodies were used as the primary antibody none was found which was able to 
give a high enough labelling intensity in transformed seeds to be significant in 
comparison with the low level of non-specific labelling in non-transformed seeds. 
(v) Pretreatment of the primary antibody- Pretreatment of the polyclonal 
anti-legumin antibodies, with non-transformed seed extract, caused a great reduc-
tion in the seed coat labelling, and sometimes gave slightly different intensities 
of protein body labeUing amongst the 9 seeds in one section. However results 
were not reproducible and in control experiments, using non-transformed seeds, 
the protein bodies were still labelled, often with equal intensity to those of the 
transformed seeds. 
Repeated pretreatments of the primary antibody produced gradual improvement 
in the differential between transformed and non-transformed seed labelling. Af-
ter 9 successive pretreatments it was possible to produce consistent and un-
ambiguous labelling of transformed seeds that was significantly more intense than 
that in the non-transformed seeds. Plate 13a shows the labelling in the endosperm 
of non-transformed seeds, produced with a non-pretreated primary antibody and 
Plate 13b shows the reduction in labeUing intensity in the same tissue caused by 9 
pretreatments. The labelling in the embryo of non-transformed seeds is similarly 
shown in Plate 14a, without pretreatment and in Plate 14b, with 9 pretreatments. 
The non-pretreated antibody gives significant labelhng which must indicate the 
occurrence of an endogenous protein in the non-transformed phenotype, whilst 
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the pretreated antibody does not give a significant level of labeUing. The Western 
blot of seed extracts of pea and non-transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia and 
purified legumin clearly demonstrated the effect of pretreatment of the primary 
antibody, Plate 15; protein bands from Nicotiana which are hardly visible af-
ter probing with the pretreated antibody are more intense after further probing 
with non-pretreated antibody. In transformed seeds, the pretreated antibody still 
produced significant labelling, as can be seen in Plate 16. 
The distribution of Pisum legumin in mature transgenic seeds 
The protein body labelling observed in the cotyledons of transformed seeds with 
the 9 times pretreated antibody consisted of a very low level of labelhng all over 
the protein and a distinct band of intense labelling around the outside of the 
protein aggregates. No equivalent band of intense labelhng was ever observed in 
any non-transformed seeds. These results were consistently reproducible. Thus 
this pattern of labelling was an un-ambiguous indication of the distribution of 
the transgenically expressed Pisum legumin. 
Some protein bodies were observed in which the protein appeared to be less 
dense in the peripheral region, as shown in Plate 10a, and the labelling was 
associated with this region. Protein bodies with more than one dense, crystaUine 
region were observed; in these the heavy labeUing was associated with all of the 
less dense protein rather than just the periphery of the aggregate. Tangential 
sections through the periphery of protein aggregates were always found to be 
heavily labelled, whilst near serial sections through the main body of the same 
aggregate had a peripheral distribution of heavy labelhng. 
This specific labelling of Pisum legumin was observed in cells of the cotyledons 
and embryo axis adjacent to the cotyledons. Proto-vascular tissue, the radicle and 
epidermal cells did not have significantly heavier labelling than the background in 
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P l a t e 15. Western blot showing the effect of pretreatment of the primary antibody. 
Pretreated Non-pretreated Pretreated Non-pretreated 
Pisum Nicotiana Legumin Pisum Nicotiana Legumin Pisum Nicotiana Pisum Nicotiana 
Without 2-mcrcaptoethanol VV'ith 2-mercaptoethanol 
Protein bands in the Nicotiana extract appear more intense after screening with the non-pretreated 
primary antibody. 
the non-transformed seeds. Plate 16a shows the labelhng in a mature cotyledon 
which may be compared with that in the axis (Plate 16b). Immuno-labelling of 
the radicle of transformed seeds is illustrated in Plate 17a; it is not significantly 
more intense than that observed in non-transformed seeds. 
Within the mature endosperm a few cells could be identified which showed the 
peripheral pattern of labelling, characteristic of specific Pisum legumin immunolo-
calization within embryo tissues. The intensity of labelhng in the endosperm was 
not as great as that seen in the embryo, and in most cases the labelling was in-
sufficient to be clearly identified. Also the background of non-specific labelling of 
protein bodies in non-transformed seeds was higher in the endosperm than in the 
embryo. No consistent pattern of labelled and non-labelled cells could be clearly 
determined in the endosperm. The results would be consistent with a low, but 
variable, level of legumin occurrence in all the endosperm cells, with only the 
heaviest labeUing being distinguished from the background. Plate 17b shows the 
labelling of the endosperm of a transformed seed. 
The distribution of the endogenous legumin-like protein 
The labelling produced using non-pretreated antibody with sections of mature 
non-transformed seeds indicates the occurrence of the endogenous legumin-like 
protein in seeds of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia] Plate 13a shows the labelling in 
the endosperm and Plate 14a that in the embryo. There was a high intensity of 
labelling of all protein bodies, which was uniform in its distribution over the entire 
area of the protein aggregates. Al l endosperm cells contained labelled protein 
bodies and there was no apparant variation from cell to cell. In the embryo all 
protein bodies were immuno-labelled using the non-pretreated antisera, though 
the meristematic cells of the root and shoot axes did not contain any protein 
bodies and the proto-vascular cells had fewer protein bodies than the rest of the 
embryo. 
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P l a t e 16. Immunocytochemical localization of Pisum legumin, at E M level, in sections of IMM 
fixed and L . R . White embedded, legA transformed Ntcottana plumbaginifolta seed (M) . Pretreated 
anti-legumin primary antibody, gold-labelled secondary antibody with silver enhancement, counter-
stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Scale bar = 5 fjim. 
A. Labelling in the cotyledon. The protein bodies in epidermis (ep) are not labelled, cells in the core 
of the cotyledon contain protein bodies labelled with the characteristic peripheral pattern of labelling. 
There is also significant non-specific labelling of the formvar exposed by holes in the section. 
•.0.:: 
B . Labelling in the embryo axis, near the cotyledons. Epidermal (ep) cell protein bodies are not 
labelled. 
P l a t e 17. Immunocytochemical localization of Pisum legumin, at E M level, in sections of Imm 
fixed and L . R . White embedded, legA transformed Ntcotiana plumbagtnifolta seed (M). Pretreated 
anti-legurnin primary antibody, gold-labelled secondary antibody with silver enhancement, counter-
stained with uranyl acetate and ead citrate. Scale bar = 1 ^m. 
A. Labelling in the radicle is at a low level, which is not significantly more intense than that observed 
in non-transformed seeds. 
• 
B . The intensity of labelhng in the endosperm is not as great as that seen in the embryo. There is 
also significant non-specific labelling of the formvar exposed by holes in the section. 
Timing of Pisum legumin expression 
Pisum legumin was first detected by immunocytochemical localization in M-2 
seeds, out of the range of developing transformed seeds that were examined. 
LabeUing was only observed in the endosperm, as shown in Plate 18a, but there 
was no apparent labelling in the embryo, Plate 18b. The labeUing in the seeds 
from the next most mature (M-1) capsules was identical in the endosperm to 
that observed in mature seeds, but in the embryo the immuno-labeUing was of a 
slightly lower intensity (Plate 19) than in the mature seeds. 
Timing of endogenous legumin-like protein expression 
In all developing non-transformed seeds where there were any protein bodies 
present, these were immuno-labeUed with the non-pretreated antibody. In the 
M-3 seeds there were no protein bodies in the embryo (Plate 20a), but in the 
endosperm they were present and the whole volume of the protein aggregates 
was labelled (Plate 20b). At the M-2 stage the seeds had protein bodies in both 
the endosperm and embryo and these were labelled, as shown in Plate 21. 
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P l a t e 18. Immunocytochemical localization of Pisum legumin, at E.M level, in sections of P I.M fixi d 
and L . R . White embedded, legA transformed Nicottana plumbaginifolta seed (M-2). Pretreated anti-
legumin primary antibody, gold-labelled secondary antiboby with silver enhancement, counter-staiii.-cl 
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. 
A. In the embryo there is no Pisum legumin labelling. 
1um 
W The earliest observed labelling of Ptsum legumin is ui the endosperm 
P l a t e 19. Immunocytochemical localization of Pisum legumin, at E M level, in a section of an I.\I.\1 
fixed and L . R . White embedded, legA transformed Ntroliana plumbaginifolta seed (M-1). Prefreated 
anti-legurnin primary antibody, gold-labelled secondary antibody with silver enhancement, counter-
stainedf with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Labelling in the cotyledons, but not in the epidermal 
(ep) cells. 
9^' 
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P l a t e 20. The endogenous legumin-like protein, at E M level, in sections of I M M fixed and L . R , Whitt 
embedded, non-transformed Nicoiiana plumbagtntfolta seed (M-3). 
S u m ' 
A . No protein reserves are present in the embryo at this stage of development. 
B. Immunocytochemical localization with non-pretreated anti-legumin primary antibody, gold-labelled 
secondary antibody with silver enhancement, counter-stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The 
endosperm protein reserves are labelled at their earliest occurrence. 
P l a t e 21 Immunocytochemical localization of the endogenous ieguin.n-ljke 'J^' 
. r,r fixed and L R White embedded, non-transformed Sicottana plumbagnufoha x "\ 
enliancement, counter-stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate 
.\ The protein reserves in tiie embryo are labelled at their rarl..-sl occurn n . - . 
1} I !„• protein reserv. s in (Iw endosperm are heavily lab.^lle. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
Selection of suitable preparation techniques 
Morphology and cytology of developing Nicotiana plumbaginifolia seeds 
The procedures used to prepare the seeds for sectioning and examination at both 
E M and L M level gave a good and reproducible preservation of morphology and 
ultrastructure. The observations made of the developing seeds were in agreement 
w i t h the general descriptions of seed development, reviewed by Dure (1975) and 
Bewley and Black (1985), and were consistent wi th the more specific histologi-
cal and cytological descriptions of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia and related species, 
Soueges (1920b, 1922), Avery (1933), Bhaduri (1936), Johansen (1950), Jos and 
Sing (1968). A t the ultrastructural level, the observations made of the mature 
seeds were similar to the description of tobacco seed (Greenwood and Chrispeels, 
1985b). 
The cytological and ultrastructural investigation of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia 
seed development, especially protein deposition, was a necessary prerequisite to 
provide the background against which to investigate the expression of the leg A 
gene in the transgenic seeds. 
Immunocytochemica l localization 
Preparat ion of tissue- A standard (ST) fixation, followed by osmium tetroxide 
post-fixation and embedding in Spurr resin was used to produce a good, conven-
tional preservation of ultrastructure for the investigation of Nicotiana plumbagini-
folia seed development. This procedure would not, however, be the most suitable 
one to use in the preparation of tissue for immunocytochemical localization be-
cause of its adverse effects on the antigenicity of the proteins (Craig and Good-
child, 1982). For immunocytochemical localization a less rigorous fixation, I M M , 
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and embedding in L.R. Whi te resin was used, which caused less damage to the 
antigenicity of the proteins, but this was to some extent at the expense of pro-
ducing a less conventional and good preservation of ultrastructural details. In 
I M M fixed seeds, vacuoles and l ipid bodies had the same appearance, both being 
un-stained. This in i t ia l ambiguity was resolved by comparisons between I M M 
and ST fixed seeds; in the ST fixed seeds the hpid bodies were Hghtly stained, 
whilst the vacuoles were un-stained. However, in the youngest ST fixed seeds, the 
l i p id was more intensely stained and its appearance was similar to that of protein 
bodies, but these could be distinguished by similar comparisons. Such compar-
isons also confirmed that I M M fixation did achieve an acceptable preservation of 
the ultrastructural details. Similar preparation techniques, prior to immunocyto-
chemical locahzation, have given acceptable results in other situations (eg. Craig 
and Miller , 1984; Harris and Croy, 1985) and this subject has been discussed 
more extensively by Herman (1988). Cryosectioning techniques would not have 
been applicable in this situation because of the high Upid content of the seeds, 
which imparts poor sectioning properties to the frozen tissues (Greenwood and 
Chrispeels, 1985b). 
Seeds embedded in a block of resin could be sectioned conveniently wi th the ultra-
microtome at a range of thicknesses, allowing adjacent sections of the same seed 
to be compared at E M and L M levels. Seeds embedded in blocks of either PEG or 
wax, however, could only be sectioned rehably wi th a microtome at thicknesses 
suitable for L M examination. As immunocytochemical locaHzation was to be 
performed at both L M and E M levels and comparison of immuno-labelling of 
the same seed at both levels was desirable, L.R. Whi te embedding was used in 
preference to PEG or wax. 
Assessment of a range of immuno-labell ing techniques- I M M fixed seeds, 
embedded in L.R. Whi te resin, were used to assess post-embedding immunocy-
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tochemical locahzation at both L M and E M levels. From the results, described 
above, i t is apparent that the immuno-labelling in Nicotiana seeds could be cis-
sessed more accurately at the E M rather than L M level, because the greater 
resolution made i t possible to identify and discount labelhng caused by phys-
ical disruption of the sections or any non-specific staining. The use of silver 
enhancement at the E M level made i t possible to use effective counter staining 
and examine the sections at lower powers than would otherwise be possible, so 
that the distr ibution of labelhng at the tissue level could be assessed as well as 
at the cellular and intra-cellular levels. 
Fixat ion and embedding have a significant effect on the physical and chemical 
properties of a tissue, but comparison of single seed ELISAs (Kang, personal 
communication) w i th immunocytochemical localization, demonstrated that the 
results achieved in both experimental formats were in general agreement. From 
this i t was concluded that I M M fixation and L.R. White embedding does not 
cause any gross change to the antigenicity in Nicotiana seeds. 
The use of pre-embedding immunocytochemical localization is described and dis-
cussed in detail by Priestly (1984). A pre-embedding procedure may reduce the 
extent of the damage caused to antigenic sites in the tissue, prior to incubation 
w i t h the antiserum and i t may avoid the obstruction of the antigenic sites, both 
of which can occur in post-embedding procedures as a result of dehydration and 
embedding. A pre-embedding approach is therefore considered to be more ap-
propriate for some situations, for example wi th an antigen which is scarce or 
especially susceptible to damage or obstruction. However, there is only limited 
mobihty of reagents through the thickness of non-embedded material and thus 
only the material close to the surface is hkely to be significantly labelled, and 
this is especially true of plant material because of the cell walls. 
The pre-embedding localization methods for the cut surface of seeds produced 
labelhng which was hard to distinguish under the poor conditions of visibihty that 
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could be achieved at the L M level, prior to embedding and sectioning. Hence 
i t was impractical, in this situation, to develop this into a rapid and detailed 
immunocytochemical means of screening the seeds. Embedding and sectioning 
the seeds after immuno-labelhng greatly increased the length of time required to 
perform immunocytochemical locahzation as compared wi th a post-embedding 
approach. I t was also hard to find a suitable orientation of the block of tissue 
to cut sections through the narrow region where immuno-labelling occurred, and 
this was especially the case at the E M level. 
Development of techniques for immuno-labell ing of Pisum legumin 
A range of immunocytochemical localization techniques were assessed for their 
suitabihty in the examination of legA gene expression in transgenic Nicotiana 
plumbaginifolia. A major problem, which had to be overcome, was the immuno-
labelling of endogenous Nicotiana plumbaginifolia protein, which was apparent 
when non-transformed seeds, used i n control experiments, were examined. A 
tobacco globulin, wi th a molecular weight of 325,000 as determined by Crow-
foot and Fankuchen (1938) has been described by Derbyshire et al (1976) as a 
Nicotiana legumin-hke protein. The immuno-labelhng of protein bodies in devel-
oping, non-transformed seeds with the use of antisera raised specifically against 
Pisum legumin, would be consistent w i th this endogenous protein being such a 
Nicotiana legumin-Uke protein. 
The attempts to develop a reliable immunocytochemical method, which could 
distinguish between the endogenous protein and Pisum legumin, were further 
complicated by the use of seeds of a mixture of genotypes produced by selfing 
the original transformed, hemizygous, Nicotiana plumbaginifolia plant. In order 
to ensure that both transformed and non-transformed seeds were being used in 
an experiment i t was necessary to use as large as possible a sample of seeds. 
This was most readily achieved at the L M level where up to 9 seeds were cut 
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i n one section, whereas at the E M level a much smaller area could be sectioned, 
allowing a maximum of 2 seeds in one section. Thus in order to take advantage of 
the greater resolution of the E M i t was necessary to cut sections of many seeds, 
separately, to achieve as good a sample size. This diflBculty was overcome by the 
identification of a homozygous legumin positive Nicotiana plumbaginifoHa second 
generation plant, which made i t possible to work wi th individual seeds known to 
be expressing Pisum legumin, and thus avoided the need for a large sample size. 
The development of techniques to produce specific immuno-labelhng of Pisum 
legumin was performed at the E M level, in preference to the L M level, because 
its greater resolution allowed smaller improvements in the quality of the labelhng 
to be detected than would have been visible at the L M level. Enhancing a low 
level of labelling to make i t visible at the L M level also enhances the background 
of non-specific labelling whilst the differential between labelling and background 
remains the same. Thus at the L M level the labelling was usually either too 
faint to see or the background of non-specific labelling was too high for specific 
labelling to show up. Silver enhancement at the E M level was used to investigate, 
at low power, the distribution of labelling at the tissue level, whilst it was also 
possible to check that the labelling was vahd by examining the same sections at 
higher power. 
Although changes in physical and chemical factors (eg. different buffers, wash-
ing protocols, incubation times, temperature) caused changes in the amount of 
labelhng that was produced in immunocytochemical localization, they could not 
be used as a means of producing a differential in the labelhng of the endoge-
nous protein and Pisum legumin. The secondary antibodies and the various 
washing and visualization methods, which were tested in control experiments, 
were not responsible for any significant non-specific labeUing and so they were 
clearly not responsible for the lack of discrimination between transformed and 
non-transformed seeds. 
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Aff in i ty purification of the primary antibody did not produce any apparent en-
hancement of the differential in the immuno-labelling between the transformed 
and non-transformed seeds. Thus the endogenous protein m a / share some anti-
genic determinants in common wi th Pisum legumin. 
Af f in i t y purification of a polyclonal antiserum probably causes the loss of the 
antibodies w i t h the highest avidity for the antigen, because these tend to remain 
bound to the immobilised antigen during the recovery process, whilst others of 
lower avidi ty are recovered. These low aviUity antibodies often recognise more 
commonly occurring epitopes found on many different proteins. 
The use of monoclonal antibodies for immunocytochemical localization offers the 
possibihty of achieving very specific labelHng, because the antibodies in each 
clonal fine w i l l recognise only a single antigenic determinant. I t is likely that there 
wi l l be some antigenic determinants of Pisum legumin which are not also present 
in the Nicotiana legumin-like protein and antibodies against these ought to give a 
good differential in the labelling between transformed and non-transformed seeds. 
However the levels of labelling that can be achieved wi th monoclonal antibod-
ies w i l l usually be lower than that which would be produced wi th a polyclonal 
serum because only one of the possible antigenic determinants is recognised. In 
situations where the protein of interest is expressed at a low level, the labelling 
intensity produced wi th a monoclonal antibody may be below the limits of detec-
t ion, whilst a polyclonal antibody might produce detectable labeUing. I t is also 
possible to reconstruct a polyclonal antibody by poohng many different mono-
clonal lines, and hence achieve high levels of labelling whilst maintaining good 
specificity. 
A range of monoclonal antibodies were assessed for their abihty to discriminate 
between Pisum legumin and the endogenous protein, but i t was not possible 
to identify any monoclonal fine which produced a detectable level of immuno-
labeUing of Pisum legumin. This was possibly because the Pisum legumin ex-
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pression was at too low a level to give a detectable level of labelling wi th a 
monoclonal antibody. However, monoclonal antibodies have been successfully 
used in other plant studies, particularly in the identification, characterization 
and localization of membrane components (eg. Bolwell and Northcote, 1984; 
Brewin et al, 1985; Norman et al, 1986; Villaneuva et al, 1986). 
Pretreatment of a polyclonal antibody wi th an extract f r o m non-transformed 
seeds caused the precipitation of some of the antibodies which recognise the en-
dogenous Nicotiana protein and hence produced a significant improvement in 
the differential in labelhng between the transformed and non-transformed seeds. 
Addit ional pretreatments produced further improvement in this differential; i t is 
probable that each pretreatment only removed a proportion of the cross-reacting 
antibodies. Af te r many successive pretreatments further slight improvement in 
discrimination could st i l l be achieved by further pretreatment, but the extent of 
the improvement was diminished wi th the number of pretreatments. A Western 
blot was performed to compare the pretreated and non-pretreated antibody recog-
nit ion of Pisum sativum seed extract, non-transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia 
seed extract and purified Pisum legumin. This demonstrated that the significant 
improvement in the specificity of the antiserum, observed in immunocytochemi-
cal localization, was also achieved in this different experimental format, which is 
generally considered to be a more sensitive detection system. 
I n ELISA, pretreatment produced a much more marked improvement in the dif: 
ferential between the absorbances produced wi th transformed and non-
transformed seed extracts (Kang, personal communication). Although there are 
many similarities between immunocytochemical localization and ELISA, the two 
experimental formats differ markedly; i t is known, for example, that epitope 
availabihty and binding characteristics are suflSciently different in the two for-
mats that a monoclonal antibody that proved to be useful in ELISA is of no use 
for immunocytochemical localization, and ,fzcc versa. (Weiler, personal communi-
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cation). Another major difference is that in ELISA antisera are frequently used 
at greater dilutions, but can generate an intense signal via enzymatic reaction. 
The use of the enzyme based immunocytochemical locahzation technique, using 
peroxidase and D A B to produce a reaction product, was not successful in discrim-
inating between endogenous protein and Pisum legumin wi th the non-pretreated 
antibody. This enzymatic approach was not pursued w i t h the pre-treated anti-
body because of the need to compare L M and E M level labelling, which could be 
performed more readily w i t h the use of the immuno-gold approach. 
Specific immuno-labelling of Pisum legumin was achieved wi th a polyclonal pri-
mary antibody preparation that was pretreated nine successive times before its 
use in E M sections of I M M fixed seeds embedded in L.R. White resin. The 
secondary antibody used was adsorbed onto the surface of 5 nm colloidal gold 
particles, which were silver enhanced. Low power E M examination was used 
to determine the distribution of Pisum legumin at the tissue level, and higher 
power examination of the same sections was used to determine its distribution 
at the ultrastructural level, and also to verify the validity of the labelling. The 
intensity of labelling produced in the embryo was high enough to be clearly dis-
tinguished f r o m the residual non-specific labelling in sections of non-transformed 
seeds. However the lower intensity of labelling in the endosperm, coupled with 
a greater residual of non-specific labelling, meant that the detection of Pisum 
legumin was often less conclusive in the endosperm than in the embryo. In order 
to investigate the distr ibution of the Nicotiana legumin-hke protein, a similar 
method was apphed to non-transformed seeds, using a non-pretreated antibody. 
T h e distribution of legumin 
Pisum legumin- In mature legA transformed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia seed, 
Pisum legumin was present in the peripheral regions of protein bodies in the 
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cotyledons and the adjacent embryo axis, but was not present at a detectable 
level in the epidermal cells or other embryo tissues, and in the endosperm i t was 
present at a lower concentration. Pisum legumin is not present at a detectable 
level in seeds younger than the M-2 stage of development. A t the M-2 stage i t 
is only present in the endosperm but by M-1 it is also present in the embryo. In 
mature and the older developing Pisum sativum seed, legumin is present predom-
inantly in the cotyledons, but i t is also present at a lower level in the embryo axis 
(Harris, personal communication), the endosperm does not persist un t i l maturity. 
Legumin is not present i n the younger developing seeds. 
Nicotiana legumin-like protein- This protein was present throughout the vol-
ume of the protein bodies, in all the seed tissues and at all stages of development 
where protein bodies were present. Thus i t was absent f rom the meristematic 
cells w i t h had no apparent protein reserves and i t was not present in the embryo 
before M-2 or the endosperm before M-3, respectively, when the protein bodies 
first appeared. 
Differential gene expression 
Higher plants develop f r o m a single celled zygote, and hence all their cells are 
originally identical i n their genetic content. As the plant matures, cells differen-
tiate in a variety of ways in order to form the variety of tissues and cell types. In 
order to achieve this differentiation the plant must be regulating the same genetic 
information differently in different cells, at different times. I t is beheved that this 
differential gene expression is regulated by specific D N A sequences, which may 
be adjacent to (ie cis) or separated from (ie trans) the coding region of the DNA 
(Goldberg, 1983). Some of the general principles of this differential expression 
have been elucidated but few specific examples have been characterized in detail. 
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The legA gene is differentially regulated both in Pisum sativum and in trans-
formed Nicotiana plumbaginifolia i n order to produce the observed temporal and 
spatial distributions of Pisum legumin. In transgenic Nicotiana the temporal and 
spatial distr ibution of Pisum legumin is different to that of the similcir endoge-
nous protein and this suggests that its pattern of distribution is determined by 
the introduced D N A rather than endogenous sequences. In pea the endosperm 
tissue does not persist into the mature seed, whilst in Nicotiana i t does and ap-
pears to have an equivalent storage function. Thus the apparent expression of 
the legA gene at a low level in the endosperm is not such a surprising occurrence, 
and is similar to the observed expression of Phaseolus lectin in transgenic tobacco 
(Voelker et al, 1987). ELISA results (Kang, personal communication) show that 
Pisum legumin is present in similar quantities in the embryo and endosperm of 
mature seeds, but as the endosperm is a greater proportion of the seed, i t is 
present at a lower concentration there. 
The details of the temporal and spatial distribution of the gene product give an 
indication of the information encoded in the gene to determine the nature of its 
expression. The distribution in pea is already known but i t is not possible to 
determine which D N A sequences are responsible. By removing the gene f rom its 
usual genetic environment and inserting i t into another the effects of the control 
sequences immediately adjacent to the coding region have been assessed without 
the interference of any trans-acting Pisum DNA sequences. 
Future applications 
The success of this locahzation method might enable legumin to be used as a 
marker gene in conjunction wi th different controlling D N A sequences in order 
to determine, in detail, their function. The non-coding regions of the legA gene 
might also be useful as an 'expression cassette' wi th the coding region of another 
gene which i t would be desirable to express in this manner. Deletion mutations 
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and site directed mutagenesis are being used wi th this system in order to deter-
mine the functions of various parts of the non-coding sequences of legA (Shirsat 
et al, i n preparation). 
As genetic engineering of plants becomes a more practical alternative to conven-
tional plant breeding, there is a need for suitable means of assaying the expression 
of the introduced genes. Such assaying wi l l be required to detail both specificity 
and the 'when and where' of transgenic expression. Thus a combination of tech-
niques w i l l be required w i t h for example. Western blott ing providing the evidence 
of specific protein production and ELISA quantitation of the t iming and location 
of such synthesis. These techniques however can only be used, at present, to look 
at tissues, organs or whole organisms and so necessarily involve the poohng of 
results f rom a large number of cells. The implici t assumption is that there are 
similar patterns of gene expression in all or most of the cells of any sample of 
tissue. A much greater degree of resolution can be achieved by immunocytochem-
ical locahzation; cells expressing Pisum legumin at high levels were identified in 
the core of the cotyledons adjacent to the epidermal cells where there was no 
detectable Pisum legumin expression. 
The methods that have been developed and the understanding that has been 
achieved by their application to the study of the transgenic expression of the 
legA gene should also prove to be useful for application in other situations. The 
use of extracts of non-transformed, but otherwise genetically identical, seeds 
to precipitate any antibodies which bind to i t , is potentially a very powerful 
means of producing highly specific polyclonal antisera for use in immuno-assays 
of transgenic expression. The immunocytochemical localization of transgenically 
expressed Pisum legumin has been achieved wi th great specificity and to a high 
degree of resolution and so has provided a valuable means of investigating the 
control of differential gene expression. 
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